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1. Introduction
The report summarises the work that was done in organizing webinars in order to present results of
competence mapping. In contrast to the other activities within NABIAM project, organization of webinars
were not significantly influenced by the coronavirus situation, since all webinars were intentionally planned
as a virtual event.

2. Preparation of webinars
All webinars were organized in the year 2021. Based the questionnaire distributed over social channels,
emails and direct calls, speakers were identified from the entries in the survey. Two or three keynote
speakers were announced on the first flayer 4 weeks before the webinar date. The flayer was distributed to
the interested entities through social channels and direct emailing. Potential participants were able to
register to the webinar with possibility to register also as a speaker. The final agenda was published one
week before the webinar, reminder was distributed to the interested entities. Full agenda was published
also on NABIAM web pages and iBox.
The following institutions were presenting their competences, research activities and potential cooperations
in the topics covered by NABIAM – Nanotechnologies (with special focus on Nanoimprint lithography),
Biosensors and Additive Manufacturing, all those partners have become part of the NABIAM network:

3. Webinar Agendas
Agenda - NABIAM Nanotechnology Webinar 22.4.2021
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Agenda - NABIAM Webinar on Biosensor and Biosensing technologies 27.5.2021

Agenda - NABIAM Webinar on Additive Manufacturing 16.9.2021

Webinar key facts:
•

19 speakers presented in NABIAM webinars
o

10 speakers from Austria, 9 speakers from Czech Republic

•

9 companies and 10 research organizations presented

•

101 participants attended NABIAM webinars

•

400 minutes of webinar recordings

4. Webinar Recordings
All webinars including discussions were recorded and individual webinar section are available on YouTube
channel of PROFACTOR through the following links:
NABIAM Webinar on Nanotechnology Part 1

https://youtu.be/3TE4DhfOOQI

NABIAM Webinar on Nanotechnology Part 2

https://youtu.be/pZWtbCrqMv0

NABIAM Webinar on Biosensors Part 1

https://youtu.be/MRefzvDGL84

NABIAM Webinar on Biosensors Part 2

https://youtu.be/QJdP3BX9OdM

NABIAM Webinar on Biosensors Part 3

https://youtu.be/egUGhXZrqJU

NABIAM Webinar on Additive Manufacturing Part 1

https://youtu.be/i4_xdz7r_TQ

NABIAM Webinar on Additive Manufacturing Part 2

https://youtu.be/J4HKUiad3lA
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